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Trust: Some Methodological
Reflections
DOROTHEA WELTECKE

I.
e all know what trust is. We consider trust to play a part in our close

W

relationships, between our friends and loved ODes and us. Trust is a
ubiquitous element of our everyday life; it is referred to in advertise

ments, in politics, and in economical contexts. We trust (or do not trust) in God,
in the harmlessness of beef, or in the new market (see fig. I). Despite this seem
ing self-evidence, however, trust sparks intense scholarly interest. Its nature and
function have been the subject of theoretical and practical analysis in sociology,
theology, and philosophy since the beginning of the twentieth century. Interest
grew even livelier in the second half of the last century. Challcnges such as
recent experiences with totalitarian regimes, with intellectual movements like
existentialism' and an increasing interest in psychology and socioiogy,2 pro
voked debates. The massive scholarly literature produced on trust since the

1970s and 1980s until the present is as manifold and diverse as are the different
interests of moral philosophers, psychotherapists and economic strategists.)
,

O.F. BoLLNOw, Neue Geborgenheil: Dos Problem einer Oberwindung des Exis
lenliaiismus (Stuttgart and KOln, 1955); B. HOMBERO, HermeneutiJc des Vutrauens: Die
philosophisch-padagogische Anthropolagie O.F. Dol/noM, Diss. (MOnster, 1978).
1 R SOIOTTt.ANoER, Theorie des Vertrauens (Berlin, 1957); E.H. ERJKSON, Identity and
the Life-Cycle (New York, 1959) (Erikson developed the influential concept of 'basic-trust' in

this monograph).
J I am not aware ofany general bibliograpby on trust The basic make-up of the vast field
as well as bibliographical surveys are provided, however, by the increasing number of entries in

Konstanzer Online-Publikations-System (KOPS)
URN: http://nbn-resolving.de/urn:nbn:de:bsz:352-opus-101120
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had already started to do precisely what Frevert reconunended and may take the
credit for being the first to have worked with Luhmann's theory of trust in
historical analysis.7
The significance of trust as a crucial category of everyday life, and also of
an expanding field of investigation in the social and economic sciences, is evi
dent. Therefore, there is no need to establish the reasons for the historians'
interest in trust. Since they are only just starting to work with the theories,
however, some methodological experiments and reflections may be helpful. In
some way the late start of the historians may even have its advantages. Since
they have not taken part in the debates, theirs could be the detached position of
the observer, which might allow for some criticism, and also for some new
insights.

H.
Medievalists observe two important deficiencies in the current debates on
trust. First, social scientists measure the quantity of trust and analyze why and
how trust emerges or disappears. Their results are used to generate political,
psychological and economical strategies. These techniques are considered
methodologically adequate, because trust is held to be a phenomenon inherent
in human nature, which only needs the right conditions and care to blossom.
From this perspective, trust is seen as a scarce natuial resource.8
Problems arise, however, when historians wish to employ trust as a histori
cal category that is independent of the semantic changes of the various histori
cal terms. Trust slips through our hands amorpbously as we try to get hold of its
exact meaning, and to d.istinguish it from related ideas and the terms employed
to talk about them. We discover that these difficulties are not solved on the
level of scientific literature: there are in fact great differences within and be
tween the psychoanalytical, philosophical, theological, sociological and sodo
psychological definitions of trust. Simultaneously, ftmdamental distinctions
7 P. Sonn.TE, "Scrip/urae publicae creditur": Das Vertrauen in No/arialsuricunden im

kommunalen Italien des J2. und 13. Jahrhunderts (TIlbingen,
Histvrischen lnstituts in Rom
1l.

I

2003: Bibliv/hek des Deutschen
101). Forreferences to Luhmann's theories on trust, see infra, note

The metaphor of the natural resource is used regularly; there is reason to assume that one

has forgotten that it is a metaphor. See, e.g. M. SEIFERT. "Verlust einer riskanten Ressource
Vertrauensfall im Zuge des ostdeutschen Transfonnationsprozesses", Industrielle Beziehungen:

Zeitschriftfor Arbeit, Organisation und Management 6.2 (1999), pp.

151-190.
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such as, e.g. the difference between trust, faith, hope and reliance, the relation

between trust, emotion and rationality or between trust, rationality and ethics

remain' unclear. Swprisingly, a hundred years of intense research have not
achieved even a basic consensus about what trust is. Many contributions to the
field therefore start their analysis by stating what 'most' or merely 'many'
scholars believe the nature of trust should be.9

If there is no scientific consensus about what trust is, the identification of

trust in historical contexts, the historical explanation of its emergence, is simply
impossible, despite OUI street-level certainty. Neither by slavishly following om
authorities, nor by the eclectic use of theories can we solve this methodological
problem. Besides, the theories are neither historically generated nor. are they
historically reviewed; their naive use might therefore lead to anachronism. A
systematic summary and analysis of the controversies is a pressing desideratum.

Secondly, the assumption that trust is a crucial function of all societies,

proved especially fruitful for one specific branch of the sociology and economy
of trust. The price paid for this discovery seems to have been a rather equivocal

definition: while trust is considered a neutral, technical idea, it is defined as a
form, or rather any form, of rational risk management in situations of limited

knowledge and control, enhancing the efficiency of cooperation. 10 This defmi
tion, or rather this common denominator to which different theories have been

reduced, differs a great deal from the use of 'trust' in everyday life. This is also

true for the elaborate theories. Neither Luhrnann's "mechanism to reduce social
complexity"H nor Coleman's morally and emotionally neutral conception of

trustll are congruent with the trust Prime Minister Tony Blair and President
, See, e.g. R. HARoIN, "The street-level epistemology of trust', Analyse und Kritik 14
(1992), pp. 152-176,at p. 152: "A widely held view is that trust and distrust are essentially ratio
nai"; N. BRAUN, "Altruismus und Vertrauen", Analyse und Kritik 14 (1992), pp.. 117-186, at
p. 177: "Vertrauen ist nach Ansichl vieler Sozialwissenschaftler.....; see also lONES, '1'rust",
p. 465: "Most people writing on trust accept the following claims......
10 cr.
GLOSNA, "Vertrauen",p. 988: "GemeinsamerNenner ist-ausgebend von philosophi
schen und soziologischcn Bestimmungen des Vertrauens im 20. Jahrhundert - die Auffassung
von Vertrauen als Sich-Verlassen aufeiD GegenOber angesichts dnes ungewissen und risikohaf
ten Ausgangs einer Handlung unler freiwilligem oder erzwungenem Kontrollverzicht".
11 N. LuHMANN, Vertrauen: Ein Mccnanismru der Reduktion sozialer Komplexitlit, 3rd
ed.n. (Stuttgart, 1989; original edition 1968). Translation: N. LUHMANN, "Trust: A mechanism for
the reduction of social complexity", tr. H. OAVlS, 1. RAFFMAN and K.. ROONBY, in: Trust and
Power, ed. T. BURNS and G. POGGI (Chicbester;NY, 1973), pp. 4-103.
IJ J. CoLEMAN, FoundationsofSocial Theory(Camhridge, MAss., 1990). Both Luhmann' s
and Coleman's thoughts are constantly reviewed and continually developed; see, e.g. Norm,
Herncnaft und Vertrauen: BeilriigezuJames S. Co/emans Grundlagen derSozialtheorie, ed. H.
P. MOLLER and M. SCHMIDT (Opladen, 1998); H. HARoIN, "Street-level epistemqlogy", and
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George W. Bush referred to between autumn 2002 and 2003. Other obvious
examples come to mind.
On the other hand, there are existing discourses in political strategies of the
twentieth century, especially in authoritarian and dictatorial contexts, which
could be disqualified as not being discourses about trust - which they positively
are - but discourses about slavish obedience, naive loyalty, authoritarian power,
and unscrupulous manipulation - which they

also are That is to say, historical
.

discourses about trust, e.g. in the Soviet Union or in the Gennan Empire during
the last years of the First World War,1J do not fit into the framework of values
and con�eptions that modem scientific discourses about trust in Western Eu
rope and' America take for granted: thes:c are buman rights, representative de
mocracy with its means of institutional security and control, and moderate
capitalism. 14 Inherent in the sociological idea of trust is the notion that trust is
not binding in a juridical sense, and, different from other forms of risk-manage
ment by means of power, law or money, that there are no Guridical) sanctions
for a breach of trust. The implementation of existing theories to discourses
different from the Western and democratic discourses of trust might cause
distortions. But the modern origins of the trust theories and their consequences
are not taken into account - quite the contrary. 15
Can something on which so little consensus is possible, which is thought to
exist in contexts as different as those between FiIhrer and people, between
individual businessman and global management, or between mother and infant,
be a natural phenomenon 'as such' at all? On the contrary, the seeming identity
between quite different phenomena is obviously the result of using the same
tenn for them. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that ever more hybrid
tenns are now needed to distinguish between matters which are indeed felt to

Freundschaftsvertrauen ('trust in friendship'),
Systemvertrauen ('trust in systems'), Urvertrauen ('basic trust'), etc. 16
be different phenomena, like

other _essays in the issue ofAnalyse und Kritik in which his essay appeared.
I) A. ScHMIDT, E n e StaatsfUhrung in der Veftrauenskrise: Deutschland 1918�, in:
Yertrauen: Historische Annliherungen, pp. 279-305; le. BEHRENI)S, "Soli und Haben: Freund
schaftsdisJrurs und Vertrauensressoun:en in der· staatssozialislischen Diktatur", ihid., pp. 336364; see also T. KOHNE, "Vertrauen und Kameraclschaft: Soziales KapitaJ im 'EndkampC der
Webrmacht", ibid., pp. 245-278.
I� E.g. F. FUKUYAMA, Trwt; The&cial Yirtuesandthe Creation ofProsperily(New York,
1996); Yertrauen; Die Gnmdlage des sozialen Zusammenhalts, cd. M. HARTMANN, C. OFFE
(Frankfurt, 2001); see also supra, note 3.
IS
See also the critique of0.0. OEXLE, "LulunalUlS Mittelalter: N. Luhmann, Gesellschafts
struktur und Semantik, Bd. 3�,Rechtshistorisches Journal 10 (1991), pp. 53-66.
16
See, e.g. GLOJNA, "Vertrauen".
"

i
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It is true that the sociology of trust points towards a very important social
phenomenon: people rely on each other. But the reality of the disputes about
the nature of trust, and the reality of the differences between specific forms of
relying on one another, disguised by the use of identical labels, support the
hypothesis that trust is culturally and specifically constructed. Today - and this
is an intriguing historical fact in itself-there even exist ideas of trust which are
the exclusive product of scientific debates. 17 Consequentl�, trust is an object of
historical transfonnation. Just as it is the custom to distinguish between fides in
the Roman Empire and

fides in the Germanic featty, without assuming the

existence of something likefides as such, trust as such does not exist.

III.
Trust, as we have seen, is commonly thought of as an unhistorical element
of social life. It may have been labelled with different tenus, but it remained the
same. While this assumption was never historically reviewed, let alone histori
cally proven, the present discourse of trust is also closely linked with concep
tions of history, and especially with those of modem history.
Cases in point are the theories of trust ofGeorg Sirhmell8 and Niklas Luh
mann.l!J They agree that trust has become an important social factor only in

modern societies. Simmel said that trust, was.necessary because of a lack of
knowledge. He suggested that in modem societies knowledge about other pe0ple was decreasing, because he experienced modem societies to be too complex
and too liberal, while people were too individual to know everything about
e�h other. An individual represents many personalities in the different situa
tions and societies he or she finds himself or herself in; the inner' intentions,
however, remain hidden from view. Here, trust is deeply attached to the modem
idea of individuality and the limits of communication.
Niklas Luhmann constructed his theory of trust from similar assumptions.
He observed that over-complexity does not prevent psychologically stable
people from coping with the danger of using a car, or from cooperating with
strangers, because the individual understands that he or she does not need to
control, to understand, to foresee everything. Individuals delegate functions.
17 See above, notes 11-13.
If

G. SlMMEL, "Das Geheimnis und die geheime Gesellschaft", in: ID., Sozjo{ogje: Umer

suchungen aber dje Formen der Vergesellschaftung (Frankfurt am Main,
19

LUHMANN, Ver�rauen.
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Their lack of knowledge is bridged by trust and in this way complexity is re
duced. Through cooperation individuals multiply their own potentials and by
that increase complexity again. Luhmann imagined our modem economical and
social societies with their interdependent institutions as skyscrapers constructed
on skeletons of trust. How accurately his metaphor describes the mechanism of
the globalized world became apparent when two real skyscrapers collapsed in
200l.
While Simmel and Luhmann's analyses of their own time produce fruitful
insights, they combined their theories with pseudo-historical theories about
past, so-called 'traditional' societies. These theories were pseudo-historical in
nature because they were constructed without empirical data. Traditional societ
ies were a simple antitype ofSimmel and Lubmann' s idea of the modem world.
Intimacy and familiarity were seen as their main characteristics. In traditional
societies, people relied on each other as a matter of course. There were no indi
viduals, no complexity, no unknown future, therefore no secrets, no risks and
no trust. Luhmann's argumentation suggests that his 'traditional society' is to
be understood as the 'precartesian society',2O Le., probably, the Middle Ages.
Here the medievalists' reviewing of the theories and pragmatic analysis
could start. AB Petra Schulte has shown, trust can be seen to operate, in ways
analogical to those of Luhmann's world, in the Italian communal life of the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries.21 It is true that, in commerce and on journeys,
mistrust was often the order of the day. But sil).ce it was impossible to control,
to know, and to understand everything, and since there was the need to reduce
over-complexity in medieval worlds, too, people were in fact relying on one
another, be it on the validity of their acts and charters, the quality of unfamiliar
money, the expertise of priests and scholars, the loyalty of subordinates or
friends, the correct transmission of money from Europe to the Holy Land or the
experience of the seafarer. There were also different ways of managing the risk
involved in relying on somebody else, whether in personal, political or reli
gious relations. This is why there are so many historical studies about social
conflict and social cohesion which could be reread fruitfully from the perspec
tive oftrust.22 But should they perhaps not only be reread but also be rewritten?
Ll)HMANN, Vertrauen, p. 21.
SCHuLTE, "�ripturae publicae creditur".
:u E.g. N.OHLER,Reisenim Mittelalter(MClnchen, 1986);G.ALTIfOFF, Yerwandte, Freun
de und Getreue: Zum politischen Stellenwert der Gruppenbindungen im friJhen Mittelalter
(Dannstadt, 1990); V. EPP,Amicitia:ZurGe.schichtepersanaler, sozWier,politischerundgeistli
cher Beziehungen im friJhen Mittelalter (Stuttgart, 1999); K. GORlCH, Die Ehre Friedrich
Barbarossas: Kommunilultian, Konflila und politisches Handeln im 12. Jahrhundert (Dannstadt,
;to
21
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Otto Gerhard Oexle for one already voiced systematic and empirical criti
cism against the pseudo-historical constructions of the <traditional societies' ,23
This romantic antitype is instructive only about the roots of the discourse about
trust in the modern world.24 Consequently. while it is plausible that the increase
of social complexity in social systems is concomitant with an increasing em
ployment of trust, Simmel and Luhmann's explanations for the emergence of
trust are mere guesswork; they are not historically valid. Complexity and inte
gration might have been the cause, not the effect, of what they defined as trust.
And certainly an increase of cultural knowledge and a levelling of cultural
differences is as much part of tbe modem world as is the highly idealized con
ception of individuality.

IV.
The title of an early modem travel story shows that changes both in trust as
a term for a specific idea as well as in the different forms of understanding
relationship and reliance are probable, even during the modem era:

2001); G. SIONORl, VerJorgen, Vererben, Erinnern: Kinder- undfamilienlose ErblQJJer in der

stMtischen Gesellscho.ft de.! Spotmjttelalten (GfittingeD, 2001). This selection of recommendcd
books does not claim to be representative.
Jl

E.g. O.G. OEXLIl, "Das Bild der Modeme vom Mittelalter und die modeme Mittel

alterfonchung", Fri1hmillelalterliche Studien 24 (1990), pp. 1-22; 10., "Das Mittelaller und das

Unbehagen der Modeme: MittelalterbeschwOnmgen iD der Weimarer Republik und danach", in:
Spannungen und Widenprilche:'GedenkschriftfiJr FrantiJeIc Graus,

cd.

S. BUROHARTZ et al.

(Sigmaringen, 1992), pp. 125-153; and ID., "Oas Mittelalter und die Modeme: Erne folgenreiche
Problemgeschicbte', in: Mittelalter und Moderne: Entdeckung und Relwnstru/ction der
mittelalterlichen Welt, cd. P. SEGL (Sigmaringen, 1997), pp. 307-364.
:It

In this context an observation of Gunilla-Fricderike Budde comes to mind, who, in

another set of theories

00

trust, discovered equally romantic images: the family as a refuge and

the origin of trust as such (G.-F. BUDDE, "Familienvertrauen - Selbstvcrtrauen - Gesellschafts

vertraucn: P!idagogische JdeaJe und Praxis irn 19. lahrhundert", in: Vertrauen: Historische

Anntlhenmgen, pp. 152-184.atpp. 152-153. Budde cxplicitly refers to A. GIDDENS, The Conse
quences of Modernity (Cambridge, 1990), B. BARBER, The Logic and Limits of Trust

(New

Brunswick and New York, 1983), and B. MISZTAL, Trust in Modern Societies: The Search for
the Bases af Social Order (Cambridge, 1996). These (mainly psychological and modernist)

Iheorems, which originatcd in a discourse about trust in educational theories (SUDDE,
"Familienvertrauen", pp. 155-161) are not congruent with Luhtnann's theories. because they

equate familiarity and trust. Luhmann, however. stresses the difference between these two con
cepts and saw
pp. 17-33).

trust as the more reflected and elaborate fonn of reliancc (LuHMANN, Yertrauen,
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The perillous and most unhappy voyages of John Struys, through Italy, Greece,
Lifeland, Moscovia, Tartary, Media, Persia, East·lndia, Japan, and other places in
Europe, Africa and Asia: containing I ... n. A due description of the several cities,
towns, forts and places of trust, as to their site and strength. fortifications by natille,
or art, etc. with other things worthy of note; and m. An exact memorial of the most
disastrous calamities which befell the author in those parts (viz.) by ship--wrack,
robberies, slavery, hunger, tortures, with other incommodities and hardships .. .n

'Places of trust' are not included in the sociological and psychological
theories of trust. These places have to do with the problem of power and via·
lence, not with knowledge. Power, on the other hand, is strangely absent from
the sociological and psychological debates, although it has been vel)' prominent
in the political talk about trust in the twentieth century.26
A history of the term 'trust' has not been written as yet. Apparently, the
English etymology still poses problems. They cannot be solved in the present
paper.27 But it is clear that 'trust' and

Vertrauen have the same roots. Together

with a bundle of other terms, they probably origin from the Indo-EW'Opean root

*deru- ('oak' or 'tree'), which meant 'strong', 'solid like a tree'. To this family
also belongs Middle High Gennan /rUunge, which since the sixteenth century
is a term for marriage. 'To trust', in German

vertrauen, is

related to

trauen,

which means both 'to trust' and 'to marry'. It is also related to Old English and
German Trost, which originally meant 'to become solid'.18 In modem German,

Trost is simply a synonym for 'consolation' and 'comfort', while it is' appar
ently no longer in use in English.29 Accordingly. Middle High German

missetriuwe is not simply a term for 'mistrust', but also includes the semantic
field of 'not solid'. 'to be desolate', 'to be in despair',30
15 1.

STRUYS, tr. J. MOAAlSON (London, 1683). Then: have been several editions.
n. 13.
21 "Trust", in: lA. SlMPSON and E.S.C. WEINER, The Oxford English Dictionary 18 (Ox
ford, 1989), pp. 623-625, and in: The Oxford DictionaryofEnglishEtymology, cd. C.T. ONIONS,
with the assistance ofG.W.s. FluEoRJCHSEN and R.W. BURCHFffiLD (Oxford, 1966), p. 946.
21 See also "trust, trusten, truslJ, trustli, trustoen", in: R. LEWIS et ai., Middle English
Dictionary, 6 (Ann Arbor, 1995), pp. 1137-1140, at pp. 1 l 40-1142, pp. 1142-1144, pp. 11441145, p. 1145.
26

29

See supra,

"Vertraueo", in: G. DROSDOWSKl, Duden: Dos Herkunftswlirterbuch: Etym%gie der

(Mannheim etc., 1997: Duden 7), pp. 754-755. This passage summarizes
WELTECKE, "Vertrauen", pp. 73-81.
)(I F. OHLY, "Missetriuwe, 'desperntio': Mittelhochdeutsche WOrter fOx die tbeologiscbe
Verzweiflung", Zeitschriftfiir deutsche Phi/% gie 110 (1991), pp. 321-336; M. LEXER,-Mittel.
hochdeutsches Worterbuch, l (Leipzig, 1872), pp. 2171-2172.
deutschen Sprache
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The Old Gennan synonyms for vertrauen are not confmed to the terms just
mentioned.

Verlrauen apparently is based on semantic change and confluence
getriuwe, getriuwunge, getniwen,

of a great variety of tenns: Fidunge, gedranc,

hoffenunge.
gewinnen.J' Several of these terms are semantically related to the binding for
mal contract, duty, law, and the coniuralio. In this sense, they greatly differ
from sociological defmitions of trust, which are characterized by infonnaiity.
Again, the meaning 'to marry' is found in the sample.
Matthias Lexer wrote bis renowned dictionary of Middle High Gennan in
the second half of the nineteenth century. Reading his entries on trust, it be
comes apparent that his semantic understanding of vertrauen is neither congru
ent with contemporary Gennan nor with the sociological defmitions.12 Even
within the last 130 years important changes in the semantic field took place."
Lexer saw vertrauen as a tenn for making a contract or taking an oath. He also
felt that vertrauen means 'to entrust'. While 'entrust' is semantically dominant
in English 'trust' ('trustee'), this semantic field is no longer included in present
Gennan vertrauen.
A Latin synonym for 'trust' suggested by the dictionaries isfides. And it is
true, often translatingfides by 'trust' is quite correct. In many respects, how
ever, both the ancient and medievalfides differ greatly from modem ideas of
trust, because of the differing ethical and juridical meanings inherent in the
Latin word.304 Fides was a category in symmetrical and asymmetrical relations.
Synonyms for fides in other classical languages are, e.g. Greek pistis, Hebrew

emund(h), and Arabic 'imdn.3s Despite their different cultural and religious
II

"Venrauen", in:

E. KOLLER, W. WEOSTEIN and N.R. WOLf, Neuhochdeutscher Index

zum mittelhochdeuuchen Wortschatz (Stuttgart, 1990), p. 470; see also p. 185, "Gottvertrauen",
p. 374 "Selbstvertrauen".
II
Jl

LExER. Mittelhochdeutsches

W�rterbuch. 3 (Leipzig, 1878), p. 277.

See also f'REvERT, "Spurensucbe", pp. 13-20.

M C. BEeKER. "Fides", in:RealenzyklopadieforAntih und Christentum 7 (Stuttgart, 19(9),

pp. 801-839; K..-J. HOLKl!SKAMP, "Fides - deditio in fidem

-

dextra data et accepta: Rccht,

Religion und Rirual in Rom", in: T'heRoman MiddleRepublic: Politla.Religion, and Historiog

raphy, c. 400-133 B.C., cd. C. BRUUN (Romc, 2000), pp. 223-250.
)S

Sce, e.g. E. GRUEN, "<mck JristilO and Roman fides",Athenaeum N.S. 60 (1982), pp. 50-

68; D. LOJiRMANN, "7ristit; im Judentum", ZeiLSchriftfor die "eutestQmentlich� Wwenschaft 64

(1973), pp. 19-38; A. JEPSEN, "')l»I:", in: Theologisches W6rt�rbuchzumAlten Testament, cd. H.-

1. FABRY, 1- (Stuttgart, 1973-), I, pp. 313-348 (with bihliographical references); I. ABRAHAMS,

1. HABERMANN and Ch. MANEKIN, "Belief', in: Encyclopaed/oJudajca, 2nd edn.• cd. F. SKOL
NIX. and

M. BERENBAUM, 22 vols. (Detroit etc., 2(07), I, pp. 290-294; L. GARnET. "'imAn", in:

The Encyclopedia ofIslam, 2nd edn.. ed. H.A.R. Gws et al., 1- (Lciden, 1960-), 3 (1971),
pp. 1170-1174.
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origins, these terms are semantically very similar. They are much closer related
to one another than to 'trust'. One important semantic feature they share is that
they all are synonyms for 'religious belief'. Apparently there are ideas which
link medieval Europe with the Near East, and separate them from the modem
discourses for reasons which might be an object of historical research.
'Religious belief subsumed the meaning 'to abide by a specific (religious,
ethical, political) law'. 'Belief' is also closely related to 'faithfulness'. In this
sense, all these tenns are also related to 'truth', as abiding by the law is seen as
'doing the truth'. The Semitic terms even share the same root with their respec
tive tenns for 'truth'. These different aspects are mirrored by the words which
are used to translatefides into Gennan. When the iate-eighth-century translator
of the seventh-century

De jide catholica contra [udeos by Isidore of Sevilla
(c. 570-636) translated the wordjides, he used triuuua, which is 'faithfulness',
chilaubin, which is 'belief', and chilaupnissa, which is 'confession', doctrina
jidei.)Ci
Terms which do not have the same prominent religious connotations are of
coune

conjido, conjidentia and fiducia. But these terms are no synonyms of
Fiducia includes a wide semantic field to

'trust' in the modem sense either.

which belong 'courage' and 'strength'. Philological research has also shown
that these terms are rather ambivalent, different from fides, which is almost
exclusively seen as a positive category. They can also mean 'audacity', even
'hubris'.31 And they are no basic categories for interpersonal relations asjides
had been18 or trust has become.

v.
Bible translations fonn a very useful corpus of sources, which has been
intensely investigated by philologists. They connect the ancient and the modem
world and supply us with materials which can be followed up into other genres.
Surprisingly and significantly, however, 'trust' as a biblical term has not elic
ited much interest so far, neither from philological nor from theological schol
arship. The reason is obvious: in the Bible, 'trust' is neither important, nor
16 H. EoGERS, Vollstiindiges lateinisch-althochdeutsches W4rlerbuchzuroltlwchdeutschen
Isidor-Obn-setzung (Berlin, 1960).
J7 LJ. ENOELS, "Fiducia", iD: Reallexikonfi1r Antilre und Christenrum 7 (Stuttgart, 1969),

pp. 839-877.

JlI Epp, Amicitia, p. 4.
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especially frequently used - quite the contrary. Although the text is not medi
eval in a strict sense, a test drill in Martin Luther's German translation of the
Bible helps to illustrate the problem to some extent. Martin Luther's employ
ment of

Verlrawen as verb and substantive in the Old Testament was compared

with the original Hebrew and with the Vulgate and Medieval German transla

tions respectively.39 The findings can be summarized as follows.
Luther uses

vertrawen

very rarely, especially when cOmpared to the fre

quency of the term in present-day Gennany. Significantly. the use ofthe term

increased in contemporary German revisions of his translation.40 Originally it

occurs just about 50 times in the entire text.41
translatefides,

Vertrawen

as a rule does not

emunii(h) orpistis. In the Old Testament, it represents Hebrew

bii(a/J and qiisiih,42 which in the biblical context mean 'to be confident', but

also 'to flee into security' .43 That is to say,

Vertrawen, just as the above-men

tioned 'places of trust' our unhappy voyager referred to, have a substratum

linking them to the existential problems of violence, war, security and power.

This is quite different from risk-management. The assumption that this seman
tic field is indeed inherent in

Vertrawen

is supported by an English parallel:

While Luther translates Ps 118. 8 and 118,

9 "Es ist gut auff den HERRN ver
re}

trawen ...", a twentieth-century English translation has "It is better tofind

uge in the Lord . . '>44
.

Luther's use was more or less congruent with the medieval use of the Ger

man terms
19

getruwen andfersehen, but vertrawen had already expanded seman-

The following results sununarize WELTECKE, ''Vertrauen'', pp. 81-88. The Old Gennan

versions used were Not/rer, Psalmen nach der Wiener Handschrift, ed. R. HE1NZEL and W.

ScHERER(StraBburg, 1876) andZwei Psalter au:; dem /4. Johrhundert (Dresden Ms. M 287 und
Hamburg in scr. 142) und drei verwandte Bruchstilcke au:; Schleiz,Bresfou und Wsseldorf, ed.
H. EGGERS (Berlin, 1962).
010

Die Bibel noch der Obersetzung Martin Luthers,

ed. Deutsche BibelgeseJlschaft:

(Stuttgart, 1984).
41

M. LUTIlER,Diegant2eHeiligeSchrifft Deudsch,letztezu LuthersLebzeilen erschienene

Au:;gabe, ed.H. VDU with the assistance ofH. BLANKEand F. KUR(Wittenberg, 1545; reprint
MQnchen, 1972).
42

But not always; er. ";;on",

''no::!.'', in: G. L1SOWSKY, Konlwrdal'lZzum hebriiischenAlten

Testament (Stuttgart, 1958). pp. 209-210, 514.

4l A. JEPSEN, "nc::!. (bii(olJ)", in: Theologisches Worterbuchzum A/ten Testament, I (1973),

pp. 608-615; 1. GAMBERONI, '':1onOliisah)'', iD: Theologisches WorterbuchzumAlten Testament,
3 (1982),pp. 71-83.

... The New English Bible: The Old Testament (Oxford and Cambridge, 1970). Concerning
some reflections on Luther's rather negative attitude towards "Vertrauen" in pe<lple in the con
text of the semantic field 'to find refuge, to
body', see WI'.LTECKE, "Vertrauen", p. 87.
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tically. It also seems to have included gehoffen and gedingen, i.e. 'to hope' and
'to be committed to somebody' respectively. Luther also uses vertrawen in the
sense of 'to marry', 'to engage', as the semantic field of the word had been in

Vertrawen in his understanding can also mean
'iin6!!l
ba'alu ba!em ..." or "quia ego vir vester', as the Lord says in ler 3, 14, is trans
lated by Luther as ... .. ich wil euch mir vertrawen .. .tt. In this passage, for once

Middle High German.4� But

'obligation', 'duty', and even 'power of one person over another': ..... Id

we understand that Luther has in mind something that is essentially different
from our understanding of 'trust'. Although phonetically virtually identical, the
sense of vertrauen has radically changed. This is why in the modernised trans
lation vertrawen in this passage has been substituted. Instead we fmd ... . . denn
ich bin euer Herrf', which reads like a literal translation of the Vulgate, rather
than Luther's rendering of the propbet's words.

Vl.
Through conflict regulation and integration, people in the Middle Ages
developed social structures wbich enabled them to rely on one another. This
kind of reliance, however, was not necessarily understood as 'trust' is today.
'Trust' can be seen as a specific combination of cultural practices, of emotional
and rational phenomena, and of specific ideas and values connected with these
practices and phenomena. Theories of trust might serve as a tool to become
aware of the human ability to cooperate. But a history of trust should investi
gate these matters from more than one perspective and with a consideration of
more than just one term, 'nust'. Such a history should show how this cultural
idea came into being, how and why trust discourses helped to shape the identity
of the modern world, and why the tean denotes - and by that identifies - mat
ters as different as loyalty, cooperation, security and courage, to name just a
few things. A history of trust should explain why, despite important changes
and diversity, and despite its ideological and strategic use and misuse, trust
managed to obscure its history to such an extent that it now seems a natural
phenomenon.

•S See supra, n.

30.
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Fig. I

A current example of the strategic use of trust'.
'

